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We study the problem
apy2 qy2 ry21 N< < < < < < < <ydiv a x =u =u s l 1 q x u u y h x u u in V ; R ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
< < py2 < < py2a x =u =u ? n q b x ? u u s u g x , u on G ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
u G 0 in V ,
where V is an unbounded domain with smooth boundary G, n denotes the unit
outward normal vector on G, andl ) 0, u are real parameters. We assume
U pN N y pthroughout that p - q - r - p s , 1 - p - N, yN - a - q ? y N,1N y p p
while a, b, and h are positive functions. We show that there exist an open interval
U Ž U .I and l ) 0 such that the problem has no solution if u g I and l g 0, l .
Furthermore, there exist an open interval J ; I and l ) 0 such that, for any0
u g J, the above problem has at least a solution if l G l , but it has no solution0
Ž .provided that l g 0, l . Our paper extends previous results obtained by J.0
Chabrowski and K. Pfluger. Q 2000 Academic Press¨
1. PRELIMINARIES
Let V ; R N be an unbounded domain with smooth boundary G. We
assume throughout this paper that p, q, r, and a are real numbers1
satisfying
pN
U1 - p - N , p - q - r - p [ ,
N y p
1Ž .N y p
yN - a - q ? y N.1 p
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‘Ž . ‘Ž N .Denote by C V the space of C R -functions restricted to V. Wed 0
‘Ž .define the weighted Sobolev space E as the completion of C V in thed
norm
1rp1p p
5 5u s =u x q u x dx .Ž . Ž .E H pž /< <1 q xŽ .V
qŽ . mŽ .Denote by L V; w and L G; w the weighted Lebesgue spaces with1 2
weight functions
a i< <w x s 1 q x , i s 1, 2, a g R 2Ž . Ž . Ž .i i
and norms defined by
q mq m5 5 5 5u s w u x dx and u s w u x dG.Ž . Ž .q , w H m , w H1 21 2
V G
The following embedding and trace result holds.
Ž . qŽ .PROPOSITION 1. Assume 1 holds. Then the embedding E ; L V; w1
is compact. If
N y 1 N y p
p F m F p ? and yN - a F m ? y N q 1, 3Ž .2N y p p
mŽ .then the trace operator E “ L G; w is continuous. If the upper bounds for2
Ž .m in 3 are strict, then the trace is compact.
w xThis proposition is a consequence of Theorem 2 and Corollary 6 of 4 .
‘Ž . ‘Ž .We assume throughout that a g L V and b g L G such that
a x G a ) 0 for a.e. x g V 4Ž . Ž .0
and
c C
F b x F ,Ž .py1 py1< < < <1 q x 1 q xŽ . Ž .
for a.e. x g G , where c, C ) 0. 5Ž .
LEMMA 1. The quantity
5 5 p < < p < < pu s a x =u dx q b x u dGŽ . Ž .b H H
V G
defines an equi¤alent norm on E.
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w xFor the proof of this result we refer to 3, Lemma 2 .
Let h: V “ R be a positive and continuous function satisfying
w rrŽ ryq.1
dx - ‘. 6Ž .H qrŽ ryq.hV
We assume that g : G = R “ R is a Caratheodory function that satisfies´
the following conditions:
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g1 g ?, 0 s 0, g x, s q g x, ys G 0 for a.e. x g G and for any
s g R;
my 1 N y 1Ž . < Ž . < Ž . Ž . < <g2 g x, s F g x q g x s , p F m - p ? , where g are0 1 iN y p
nonnegative, measurable functions such that
0 F g x F C w a.e., g g Lm rŽmy1. G ; w1rŽ1ym. ,Ž . Ž .i g 2 0 2
N y p Ž .where yN - a - m ? y N q 1 and w is defined as in 2 .2 2p
Let G be the primitive function of g with respect to the second variable.
We denote by N , N the corresponding Nemytskii operators.g G
LEMMA 2. The operators
N : Lm G ; w “ Lm rŽmy1. G ; w1rŽ1ym. , N : Lm G ; w “ L1 GŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .g 2 2 G 2
are bounded and continuous.
X Ž . mŽ . Ž .Proof. Let m s mr m y 1 and u g L G; w . Then, by g2 ,2
Xm 1rŽ1ym.N u ? w dGŽ .H g 2
G
mXy1 mX 1rŽ1ym. mX < < m 1rŽ1ym.F 2 g ? w dG q g u ? w dGH H0 2 1 2ž /
G G
mXy1 < < mF 2 C q C ? u ? w dG ,Hg 2ž /
G
which shows that N is bounded. In a similar way we obtaing
m< < < <N u dG F g u dG q g u dGŽ .H H HG 0 1
G G G
1rmX 1rm
X mm 1rŽ1ym. < <F g ? w dG ? u ? w dGH H0 2 2ž / ž /
G G
< < mq C ? u ? w dGHg 2
G
and we claim that N is bounded.G
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From the usual properties of Nemytskii operators we deduce the conti-
nuity of these operators.
Set
< < rX s u g E : h x u dx - ‘Ž .H½ 5
V
endowed with the norm
prr
rp p5 5 5 5u s u q h x u x dx .Ž . Ž .X b Hž /
V
We observe that X is a Banach space.
Consider the problem
apy2 qy2 ry21¡ < < < < < < < <ydiv a x =u =u s l 1 q x u u y h x u uŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Nin V ; R ,~1Ž . py2 py2l , u < < < <a x =u =u ? n q b x ? u u s u g x , uŽ . Ž . Ž .
on G ,¢
u G 0 in V .
Ž .The energy functional corresponding to 1 is given by F: X “ R,l, u
1 1 lp p q< < < < < <F u s a x =u dx q b x u dG y w u dxŽ . Ž . Ž .H H H 1p p qV G V
1 r< <q h x u dx y u G x , u dG.Ž . Ž .H Hr V G
qŽ .Proposition 1 shows that the embedding E ; L V; w is continuous. This1
Ž .implies that the functional F is well defined. Solutions to problem 1l, u
will be found as critical points of F. Therefore, a function u g X is a
Ž .solution of the problem 1 provided that, for any ¤ g X,l, u
< < py2 < < py2a =u =u ? =¤ q b u u¤H H
V G
< < qy2 < < ry2s l w u u¤ y h u u¤ q u g¤ .H H H1
V V G
2. MAIN RESULTS
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1. Assume hypotheses 1 , 4 , 5 , 6 , g1 , and g2 hold.
Then there exist real numbers u#, u U , and lU ) 0 such that the problem
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Ž . U1 does not ha¤e a nontri¤ial solution, for any u# - u - u and 0 - ll, u
- lU.
Ž .Proof. Suppose that u is a solution in X of 1 . Then u satisfiesl, u
< < p < < p < < ra x =u dx q b x u dG y u g x , u u dG q h x u dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H H
V G G V
< < qs l w u dx. 7Ž .H 1
V
It follows from the Young inequality that
lw1q qqr r< < < <l w u dx s ? h u dxH H1 qr rhV V
r y q w rrŽ ryq. q1 rrrŽ ryq. < <F l dx q h u dx.H HqrŽ ryq.r rhV V
Ž .This combined with 7 gives
r y q w rrŽ ryq. q y r1p rrrŽ ryq.5 5 < <u y u g x , u u dG F l dx q h u dxŽ .b H H HqrŽ ryq.r rhG V V
8Ž .
r y q w rrŽ ryq.1rrŽ ryq.F l dx.H qrŽ ryq.r hV
Set
A s u g X : g x , u u dG - 0 ,Ž .H½ 5
G
B s u g X : g x , u u dG ) 0 9Ž . Ž .H½ 5
G
5 5 p 5 5 pu ub bUu# s sup , u s inf .
H g x , u u dG H g x , u u dGugBŽ . Ž .ugA G G
We introduce the convention that if A s B then u# s y‘ and if B s B
then u U s q‘.
We show that if we take u# - u - u U then there exists C ) 0 such0
that
5 5 p 5 5 pC u F u y u g x , u u dG for all u g X . 10Ž . Ž .b b H0
G
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U Ž .If u - u then there exists a constant C g 0, 1 such that1
5 5 pu bUu F 1 y C u F 1 y C for all u g BŽ . Ž .1 1 H g x , u u dGŽ .G
which implies that
5 5 p 5 5 pu y u g x , u u dG G C u for all u g B. 11Ž . Ž .b H b1
G
Ž .If u# - u then there exists a constant C g 0, 1 such that2
5 5 pu b
1 y C F 1 y C u# F u for all u g AŽ . Ž .2 2H g x , u u dGŽ .G
which yields
5 5 p 5 5 pu y u g x , u u dG G C u for all u g A. 12Ž . Ž .b H b2
G
Ž . Ž .From 11 and 12 we conclude that
5 5 p 5 5 p 4u y u g x , u u dG G min C , C u for all u g XŽ .b H b1 2
G
 4 Ž .and taking C s min C , C we obtain 10 .0 1 2
Ž . Ž .By 7 , 10 , and Proposition 1 we have
prq
q p q< < 5 5 < <C C w u dx F C u F l w u dx , 13Ž .H b H0 1 0 1ž /
V V
for some constant C ) 0. This inequality implies
Ž .qr qyp qy1 < <Cl C F w u dxŽ . H0 1
V
Ž .which combined with 13 leads to the inequality
Ž .pr qyp py1 5 5C C Cl C F C u .Ž . b0 0 0
Ž . Ž .Combining this with 8 and 10 we obtain that
r y q w rrŽ ryq.Ž .pr qyp 1y1 rrŽ ryq.C C Cl C F l dx.Ž . H0 0 qrŽ ryq.r hV
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If we take
Ž .Ž . Ž .ryq qyp rq rypy1rrŽ ryq.r wŽ .qr qyp 1Ul s C C dxŽ . H0 qrŽ ryq.ž /ž /r y q hV
the result follows.
Set
U s u g X : G x , u dG - 0 , V s u g X : G x , u dG ) 0Ž . Ž .H H½ 5 ½ 5
G G
5 5 p 5 5 pu ub bqu s sup , u s inf . 14Ž .y pH G x , u dG pH G x , u dGugVŽ . Ž .ugU G G
Ž . Ž q .If U s B resp. V s B then we set u s y‘ resp. u s q‘ . Proceedingy
Ž .in the same manner as we did for proving 10 we can show that if we take
u - u - uq then there exists c ) 0 such thaty
1 p p5 5 5 5u y u G x , u dG G c u for all u g X . 15Ž . Ž .b H bp G
In what follows, we shall employ the following elementary inequality: for
every h ) 0, k ) 0, and 0 - b - g we have
Ž .br gybk
b g< < < <k u y h u F C k 16Ž .b , g ž /h
for all u g R, where C ) 0 is a constant depending on b and g .b , g
PROPOSITION 2. If u - u - uq then the functional F is coerci¤e.y
Ž .Proof. By virtue of 16 we write the estimate
Ž .qr ryql h lw1q r< < < <u w y u dx F C lw dxH H1 r , q 1 ž /ž /q 2 r hV V
w rrŽ ryq.1rrŽ ryq.s C l dx.Hr , q qrŽ ryq.hV
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Ž .Using 15 it follows that
1 l hp q r5 5 < < < <F u s u y u G x , u dG y u w y u dxŽ . Ž .b H H 1ž /p q 2 rG V
1 r< <q h u dxH2 r V
1p r5 5 < <G c u q h u dx y Cb H 12 r V
and the coercivity follows.
q  4PROPOSITION 3. Suppose u - u - u and let u be a sequence in Xy n
Ž .  4such that F u is bounded. Then there exists a subsequence of u ,n n
 4relabelled again by u , such that u ' u in X andn n 0
F u F lim inf F u .Ž . Ž .0 n
n“‘
Ž .Proof. Since F is coercive in X we see that the boundedness of F un
5 5 < < rimplies that u and H h u dx are bounded. From Proposition 1 webn V n
qŽ .have that the embedding E ; L V; w is compact and using the fact that1
 4u is bounded in E we may assume that u ' u in E and u “ u inn n 0 n 0
qŽ .L V; w .1
l q 1 rŽ . < < < < Ž . Ž .Set F x, u s u w y h u and f x, u s F x, u .1 uq r
A simple computation yields
< < qy2 < < ry2f x , u s q y 1 l u w y r y 1 h uŽ . Ž . Ž .u 1
Ž . Ž .qy2 r ryqlw1F C lw , 17Ž .r , q 1 ž /h
Ž .where the last inequality follows from 16 and C ) 0 is a constantr , q
Ž .depending only on r and q. We now use 17 to derive the estimate for
Ž . Ž .F u y F u ,0 n
F u y F uŽ . Ž .0 n
1 1p p< < < <s a x =u dx q b x u dGŽ . Ž .H H0 0p pV G
1 1p p< < < <y a x =u dx y b x u dGŽ . Ž .H Hn np pV G
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y u G x , u dG q u G x , u dGŽ . Ž .H H0 n
G G
q F x , u y F x , u dxŽ . Ž .Ž .H n 0
V
1 p p5 5 5 5s u y uŽ .b b0 np
q u G x , u dG y G x , u dGŽ . Ž .H Hn 0ž /
G G
s1
q f x , u q t u y u dt dsŽ .Ž .H H H u 0 n 0ž /
V 0 0
2
= u y u dxŽ .n 0
1 p p5 5 5 5F u y u q u G x , u dG y G x , u dGŽ . Ž .Ž .b b H H0 n n 0ž /p G G
w Ž ry2.rŽ ryq.12q C u y u dx ,Ž .H2 n 0 Žqy2.rŽ ryq.hV
1 Ž ry2.rŽ ryq.where C s C l . We show that the last integral tends to 0 as2 r , q2
n “ ‘. Indeed, applying Holder’s inequality we obtain¨
Ž .qy2 rqŽ ry2.rŽ ryq. rrŽ ryq.w w1 12u y u dx F dxŽ .H Hn 0 Žqy2.rŽ ryq. qrŽ ryq.ž /h hV V
2rq
q< <? w u y u dx .H 1 n 0ž /
V
qŽ .Since u “ u in L V; w we obtainn 0 1
w Ž ry2.rŽ ryq.12lim u y u dx s 0. 18Ž . Ž .H n 0 Žqy2.rŽ ryq.hn“‘ V
mŽ .The compactness of the trace operator E “ L G; w and the continuity2
mŽ . 1Ž . Ž . Ž .of the Nemytskii operator N : L G; w “ L G imply N u “ N uG 2 G n G 0
1Ž . < Ž . Ž . <in L G , i.e., H N u y N u dG “ 0 as n “ ‘. It follows thatG G n G 0
lim G x , u dG s G x , u dG. 19Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hn 0
n“‘ G G
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Since the norm in E is lower semicontinuous with respect to the weak
Ž . Ž .topology we deduce from 18 and 19 that
F u F lim inf F u .Ž . Ž .0 n
n“‘
U Ž .PROPOSITION 4. If u# - u - u and u is a solution of problem 1 ,l, u
then
r y q r y q w rrŽ ryq.1p r rrŽ ryq.5 5 < <C u q h u dx F l dxb H H0 qrŽ ryq.r r hV V
and
5 5 y1rŽqyp.u G Kl ,b
where K ) 0 is a constant independent of u.
Ž .Proof. If u is a solution of 1 thenl, u
5 5 p < < ru y u g x , u u dG q h u dxŽ .b H H
G V
< < qs l w u dxH 1
V
r y q w rrŽ ryq. q1 rrrŽ ryq. < <F l dx q h u dx.H HqrŽ ryq.r rhV V
Ž .Using 10 we obtain the first part of the assertion.
From Proposition 1 we have that there exists C ) 0 such thatq
5 5 q q 5 5 qu F C u , for all u g E.L ŽV ; w . b11
Ž .This inequality and 10 imply that
5 5 1rŽqyp. y1rŽqyp. y1rŽqyp.u G C C lb 0 q
1rŽqyp. y1rŽqyp.and taking K s C C the second part follows.0 q
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2. Assume hypotheses 1 , 4 , 5 , 6 , g1 , and g2 hold. Set
U q 4  4 Ž .u s max u#, u , u s min u , u , and J s u , u . There exists l ) 0 suchy 0
that the following hold:
Ž . Ž .i the problem 1 admits a nontri¤ial solution, for any l G l andl, u 0
e¤ery u g J;
Ž . Ž .ii the problem 1 does not ha¤e any nontri¤ial solution, pro¤idedl, u
that 0 - l - l and u g J.0
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Proof. According to Propositions 2 and 3, F is coercive and lower
Ž . Ž .semicontinuous. Therefore there exists u g X such that F u s inf F u .˜ ˜ X
To ensure that u k 0 we shall prove that inf F - 0. We set˜ X
q qp r˜ 5 5 < <l [ inf u y qu G x , u dG q h u dx : u g X ,Ž .b H H½ p rG V
< < qw u dx s 1 .H 1 5
V
˜First we check that l ) 0. In order to prove that we consider the
constrained minimization problem
< < p < < p < < qM [ inf a x =u dx q b x u dG : u g E, w u dx s 1 .Ž . Ž .H H H 1½ 5
V G V
Clearly, M ) 0. Since X is embedded in E, we have
< < p < < pa x =u dx q b x u dG G MŽ . Ž .H H
V G
< < qfor all u g X with H w u dx s 1. Now, applying the Holder inequality¨V 1
we find
w1q qqr r< < < <1 s w u dx s h u dxH H1 qr rhV V
Ž .ryq rrrrŽ ryq. qrrw1 r< <F dx ? h u dx . 20Ž .H HqrŽ ryq. ž /ž /hV V
Ž .Relation 15 implies that
q p p5 5 5 5u y qu G x , u dG G qc u .Ž .b H bp G
Ž .By virtue of 20 we have
q qp r5 5 < <u y qu G x , u dG q h u dxŽ .b H Hp rG V
qp r5 5 < <G qc u q h u dxb Hr V
Ž .y ryq rqrrŽ ryq.q w1G qcM q dxH qrŽ ryq.ž /r hV
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< < qfor all u g X with H w u dx s 1. It follows thatV 1
Ž .y ryq rqrrŽ ryq.q w1
l˜ G qcM q dxH qrŽ ryq.ž /r hV
and our claim follows.
˜ q< <Let l ) l. Then there exists a function u g X with H w u dx s 1V 1
such that
q qp r5 5 < <l ) u y qu G x , u dG q h u dx.Ž .b H Hp rG V
This can be rewritten as
1 1 lp r q5 5 < < < <F u s u y u G x , u dG q h u dx y w u dx - 0Ž . Ž .b H H H 1p r qG V V
Ž .and consequently inf F u - 0. By Propositions 2 and 3 it follows thatug X
Ž .the problem 1 has a solution.l, u
We set
l s inf l ) 0 : 1 admits a solution . 4Ž .0 l , u
Ž U . Ž USuppose l s 0. Then taking l g 0, l where l is given by Theorem0 1
. Ž .1 we have that there is l such that the problem 1 admits a solution.l, u
But this is a contradiction, according to Theorem 1. Consequently, l ) 0.0
Ž .We now show that for each l ) l problem 1 admits a solution.0 l, u
Ž .Indeed, for every l ) l there exists r g l , l such that the problem0 0
Ž . Ž .1 has a solution u which is a subsolution of problem 1 . Wer, u r l, u
consider the variational problem
inf F u : u g X and u G u .Ž . 4r
By Propositions 2 and 3 this problem admits a solution u. This minimizer u
Ž . Ž . Ž .is a solution of problem 1 . Since the hypothesis g x, s q g x, ys G 0l, u
Ž < <. Ž . Žfor a.e. x g G and for all s g R implies that G x, u G G x, u that is,
Ž < <. Ž ..F u F F u we may assume that u G 0 on V. It remains to show that
Ž .problem 1 also has a solution. Let l “ l and l ) l for each n.l , u n 0 n 00
Ž .Problem 1 has a solution u for each n. By Proposition 4 thel , u nn
 4sequence u is bounded in X. Therefore we may assume that u ' u inn n 0
qŽ . Ž .X and u “ u in L V; w . We have that u is a solution of 1 .n 0 1 0 l , u0
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Ž . Ž .Since u and u are solutions of 1 and 1 , respectively, we haven 0 l , u l , un 0
< < py2 < < py2a x =u =u y =u =u =u y =u dxŽ . Ž .Ž .H n n 0 0 n 0
V
< < py2 < < py2q b x u u y u u u y u dGŽ . Ž .Ž .H n n 0 0 n 0
G
< < ry2 < < ry2q h u u y u u u y u dxŽ .Ž .H n n 0 0 n 0
V
< < qy2 < < qy2s l w u u y u u u y u dxŽ .Ž .Hn 1 n n 0 0 n 0
V
< < qy2q l y l w u u u y u dxŽ . Ž .Hn 0 1 0 0 n 0
V
q u g x , u y g x , u u y u dGŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H n 0 n 0
G
s J q J q J ,1, n 2, n 3, n
where
< < qy2 < < qy2J s l w u u y u u u y u dx ,Ž .Ž .H1, n n 1 n n 0 0 n 0
V
< < qy2J s l y l w u u u y u dx ,Ž . Ž .H2, n n 0 1 0 0 n 0
V
J s u g x , u y g x , u u y u dG.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H3, n n 0 n 0
G
We have
< < < < qy1 < < < < qy1 < <J F sup l w u u y u dx q w u u y u dxH H1, n n 1 n n 0 1 0 n 0ž /
V VnG1
and it follows from the Holder inequality that¨
Ž . 1rqqy1 rq
q q< < < < < <J F sup l w u dx ? w u y u dxH H1, n n 1 n 1 n 0ž / ž /
V VnG1
Ž . 1rqqy1 rq
q q< < < <q w u dx ? w u y u dx .H H1 0 1 n 0ž / ž /
V V
We easily observe that J “ 0 as n “ ‘.1, n
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From the estimate
Ž . 1rqqy1 rq
q q< < < < < < < <J F l y l w u dx ? w u y u dxH H2, n n 0 1 0 1 n 0ž / ž /
V V
we obtain that J “ 0 as n “ ‘.2, n
mŽ .Using the compactness of the trace operator E “ L G; w , the conti-2
mŽ . m rŽmy1.Ž 1rŽ1ym..nuity of Nemytskii operator N : L G; w “ L G; w , andg 2 2
the estimate
< <g x , u y g x , u ? u y u dGŽ . Ž .H n 0 n 0
G
Ž .my1 rm
Ž .mr my1 1rŽ1ym.F g x , u y g x , u w dGŽ . Ž .H n 0 2ž /
G
1rm
m< <? w u y u dGH 2 n 0ž /
G
we see that J “ 0 as n “ ‘.3, n
We have so proved that
< < py2 < < py2lim a x =u =u y =u =u =u y =u dxŽ . Ž .Ž .H n n 0 0 n 0žn“‘ V
< < py2 < < py2q b x u u y u u u y u dG s 0.Ž . Ž .Ž .H n n 0 0 n 0 /
G
N Ž w x.Now we apply the following inequality for j , z g R see 2, Lemma 4.10
< < p < < py2 < < py2j y z F C j j y z z j y z , for p G 2.Ž .Ž .
Then we obtain
5 5 p < < p < < pu y u s a x =u y =u dx q b x u y u dxŽ . Ž .b H Hn 0 n 0 n 0
V G
< < py2 < < py2F C a x =u =u y =u =u =u y =u dxŽ . Ž .Ž .H n n 0 0 n 0ž
V
< < py2 < < py2q b x u u y u u u y u dG “ 0Ž . Ž .Ž .H n n 0 0 n 0 /
G
as n “ ‘
5 5 5 5which shows that u “ u and, by Proposition 4, u k 0. In the caseb bn 0 0
1 - p - 2 we obtain the same conclusion, by using the corresponding
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Ž w x.inequality see 2, Lemma 4.10
2yp2 py2 py2< < < < < < < < < <j y z F C j j y z z j y z j q z ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
Nfor any j , z g R . This concludes our proof.
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